
5 good portraits - placed in illustrator and cropped using image crop. 
- Place them on the page - 11x17 using good balance (you can use scale - see thumbnails for ideas).                                          
- Write 5 sentences about each subject using tone. 
- At the end of the paragraph, explain what your tone is.  Don’t forget to spellcheck!
- Use proximity to indicate what block of copy goes with each image. 
- Use Unity to consider where to place the type and images. (Look at the image below)
-IMPORTANT - once you choose your images, create Thumbnails of how you are going to layout. you will be 
handing in your thumbnails with the assignment. 
Don’t forget DAM - Digital Asset Management. Create a folder in Assignments Called 5 good Portraits - the 
Illustrator �le should be named the same with your initials. All images should be in the folder.



Davis McMillian
Davis McMillian plays soccer for CVU. He tried out 
for varsity three times before he made it. I really 
admire his tenacity. He has been playing soccer for 
12 years and really enjoys it. I would like to have 
such a passion for a sport.

Tone: Admiration
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